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Beekeeping Basics 
By Ron Glave 
I’ve included 2 sample orders from my supplier BeeMaid. They’re Alberta based and generally offer the best 
product and most reliable service. On occasion they can run out of product due to high demands, so good 
planning with Beekeeping is always important. 
You can also shop around for other bee hive equipment with places like Buckerfields in Salmon Arm. 
January/ February is definitely the time to plan for a hive.   
Most importantly reserving nucs (bee colony nucleus). If you leave it any later than the end of January, your run 
the risk of not having any bees in the spring.   
A few local Apiaries that sell bee nucs are: 

1. Bill Stagg, http://www.sweetacreapiaries.ca/ in Tappen  
2. Martin deHoog in Salmon Arm. Martin is usually at the Winter Market. He already has 200 spoken 

for. Demand is already high for the season ahead. Usually he would be around 130 reserved by now   
3. James MacDonald https://www.facebook.com/armstronghoney in Armstrong (Armstrong Apiaries 

Honey). 
Martin deHoog has kept his prices consistent at $140 per nuc plus $10 for the wooden nuc box the package 
arrives in (refundable upon return). 
Bill and James have started to increase their pricing to reflect market demand to around $190. I noticed on Bill’s 
website he’s advertising $200 this season for orders less than 10 otherwise $175 for orders over 10 
Nucs come with 1 frame honey, 3 frames of brood (bee larva), a queen, a few drones, and approx. 5,000 female 
worker bees. 
The transfer from the nuc box to the hive is really simple. A bit stressful the first time, but super fascinating. The 
whole process is about 15 minutes per nuc. 
The first time buying gear for any hobby or interest is always the most expensive. The complete beekeeping set 
up includes the basic hive set up, your initial assembly materials, your hive tools (smoker, frame tool), and your 
protective equipment (suit and gloves). $444.85 before tax and shipping. 
For each consecutive hive your cost is down to $293.10 for everything until you start to buy in bulk quantities. 
First time Hive 

$444.85 Full set up with tools, assembly equip, protective clothing 
$100 approx. tax shipping & handling from Spruce Grove AB 
$150.00 deHoog Bees 
$695 approx. 

Consecutive Hives 
$293.00 basic hive set up 
$50.00 tax shipping & handling 
$150.00 deHoog Bees 
$493 approx. 

I’ve had mixed results wintering hives here. Last season many hives starved, and the season before many did 
well. 
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I assisted them with pollen patty food supplementing which seemed to worked well, and covered them with the 
bee cozy wraps. 
The only other potential costs to consider would be  

• an electric bear fence to protect your investment and our bears from becoming problem bears. This 
can run a few $100 depending on how you do it. 

• I strongly suggest a beginner beekeeping course with Bill. http://www.sweetacreapiaries.ca/
beeginners-bee-course.html I took this course in my second season. It’s completely worth the travel 
and 2 days of learning. 

• I will be getting a community honey extractor this season (before September) to be rented through the 
NCES equipment program with the intent to keep everyone’s costs down and cover some of mine. 

The season is fairly low maintenance.  
Mid- late May, Nucs arrive and get transferred. Feeder (2-1 sugar and water mix) helps hive supplement feeding 
while the hive gets established and foraging begins.  
June weekly hive inspections until first super is maxed out and second super is placed with about 2 weeks of 
keeping feeder topped up. 
July add 3rd super 
Late August/ Early September Honey Harvest, and wintering hive. 
This is an over simplified version, but pretty much what’s involved. I’ve included a beekeeping timetable so you 
have a much more accurate idea.
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